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Introducing "Divine Power Lines"

LET"S EXPLORE THE AUTHOR’S PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
What was my inspiration for writing this book?
As a therapist and teacher of many courses to help people nd their true self
and live honestly, I noticed certain patterns that kept people disempowered
from living the life God had purposed for them. They had
lost hope in their own dreams which had led them to
live adapted to others needs over their own. Many had
lost touch with their own reality and were living out of a
false self, based on who they thought other people (or,
even their religion) needed them to be.
I could see they were living out of a separate self in con ict with their true
Son of God self. What amazed me most was that both believers and nonbelievers were operating the same ways. I had expected believers to be
more aware of their divided self, full of inner con icts. Of course, I noticed the
anxiety and depression from this double life and trying to please two
masters was creating (hypocrisy). I asked the Spirit of
God to give me a way to help believers regain
Sovereignty to serve One Master. Of course, all the
inspiration came from God and the Way He would
help each one of my clients tap into His Divine Power
for them to return to the truth of His Perfect Love
within.
What are some distinctive qualities that make this book stand out from
other books?
My book is not a ‘how to’ or one of methodology like most self-help books.
This is a book that takes one on their own inner journey of physical and
psychological healing while simultaneously allowing spiritual empowerment
to take over those old programs full of fear, anger, shame and guilt. Each
person will be able to reconnect with an internal divinity by means of the
Spirit of God doing the work. The Source of All Power lies in this catalyst that
carries transformational power lines that transmit Perfect Love internally to
radiate and clear out all disease.
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This book is not geared to any religion. It is about God and His One Spirit that
has no separation or divisions between His children. This book is about Grace
and how it lls in the spaces of con ict when you come alive under the
blessing of its full power to rise above human conditioning. We are all God’s
Children and we need to come together from that Point of View so we can
observe our self and each other from the Divine aspects of our internal
connections as the Source of our images.
I am an expert in trauma-based therapy to help cure anxiety and depression
with extensive training and experience in PTSD and other complex
emotional and spiritual issues.
I am well versed in teaching courses in
holistic healing (mind, body, spirit) that helps
individuals take responsibility for selfempowerment and awakening to awareness
of spirituality. I have over 25 years of
successful experience in this eld- teaching,
counseling and extensive private practice all
across the US and beyond.
Here are just a few of the issues that will be addressed in this book:
#1
Human conditioning is constructed to teach its children from a doubleminded broadcast of con icts and opposites. This transmission also applies
to judging God based on lies from false narratives humans are conditioned
to tell.
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#2
Human story lines are all theater, covered with heavy make-up and
rehearsed lines to create real drama and entertain us until it isn’t fun
anymore. Then, we nd ourselves confused and wallowing in dire straits of
pain. The stories are all victim and villain based with the characters out of
balance within us playing the roles that create drama from our inner
imagination projecting it to the world we experience.

#3
We all carry a terror- lled story mind of fear and scarcity (living in Scare City
with all its crazed mindsets). The Spirit of God is always working behind the
scenes and intends to set us free from irrational fear. We are destined to be
living fearless without the anxiety and depression this world creates as its
reality.
#4
Feeling unstable, anxious, depressed or triggered by the
outer world will happen. However, from the new vantage
point, it is perceived as an opportunity to clear another
fragment of the old way. When we recognize we are all
moving in agreement with a renewed mind, body and spirit, each of us can
support one another with Grace.
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#5
Unconsciousness that seeks knowledge apart from spiritual guidance
remains full of doubts, schisms and scattered thought systems. It is
deceptive and, tricks us to go on wild goose chases. We run back and forth
between logic and our creative side making up false beliefs to ll in the
unknown craters that fear creates. The
unknown is like a child’s imagination that
loves to tell stories about the noises and
shadows perceived as being real. Humans
love to make up drama to explain using
reasons that add external causes as to why
everything ‘might’ be happening.
#6
Actually, all that is really happening with all the running in circles of human
reasoning is the making of false constructs, like the phony fronts in a movie
set that appear real to the camera of our eyes. Without a messenger to let us
know what is real and what is imagined, we can make up any reality desired
(and we do). It is actually a game we are able to play that relieves our anxiety
while we ll in the blanks with answers we copied from others that sound
smart to us. We fake it and pretend we know something from our
unconscious state (some people call it b.s., or belief systems).
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#7
Our double-minded, con icted thinking keeps recycling dirty energy to fuel our
emotions with faulty opinions, skewing us way out of balance. We all carry
aspects of the spectrum of unbalanced control that is lacking spiritual
empowerment. This condition suppresses us leaving few options to release our
pent-up feelings that automatically trigger more reactivity full of anger and grief.
Reconnection to the Source of Power (God) is the only way to stabilize us and
restore our central core.
#8
This book will simply demonstrate living and overcoming all troubled waters
while of oading the falsely created programs and return to the full truth of your
divine identity. Truth comes from the frequencies of a kingdom that knows the
way you were meant to choose your life with spiritual sovereignty of Grace.
Demystifying life to discover an existence with a ‘Grace Guide’ (who knows the
truth of our inner landscape) pulls back the curtains allowing Light to awaken us.
All old perceptual handicaps can then be removed to reveal what can no longer
be hidden. Truth dawns and exposes all the false appearances to be viewed with
new insights.
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Get the book! Read it with a passion to integrate your mind,
body & spirit and transform into your highest, best self.

Divine Power Lines

Who would choose to identify with human resources over
the inheritance of the Supreme Sovereign Ruler of the
Universe who put everything into motion? Seems pretty
silly to me. Even worse, who dares to think they knew or
could ever know how to balance the energy that holds
the earth and entire universe in place? That sounds pretty
arrogant, narcissistic (ego in ated) and full of madness,
right? Of course, I know who would do that, and who has
done that—those who do not know God personally.

